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Product Benefits
• Save over 20% on annual AWS 

spend

• Allocate 100% of AWS costs

• Eliminate manual chargeback

• Achieve more than 90% RI & SP 

coverage

• Calculate cloud TCO

Accelerate innovation with financial confidence

Organizations require confidence in their AWS spend to maintain 
and accelerate cloud investment needed to meet business 
objectives. Yet organizations struggle to get transparency into the 
fully-burdened costs of cloud resources across accounts and 
cloud providers. This complexity leads to difficulty allocating 
spend to consumers, resulting in teams that lack a unified 
approach for communicating and managing cloud costs.

When finance, technology, and business teams have visibility and 
can effectively communicate on cloud costs, it unblocks 
opportunities for migrations, and adoption of new cloud services.

Product features
Create visibility & trust
Enable team ownership of AWS costs:
• Analyze fully-burdened costs in near real-time by integrating custom 

pricing and amortizing RIs and Savings Plans
• Allocate 100% of costs including containers, support, and shared 

services
• Communicate the value of cloud at the application and BU level by 

mapping costs to custom business dimensions
• Establish budgets and predict future spend with ML-driven forecasts

Optimize resources & save on cloud
Rightsize AWS spend and plan commitments:
• Save over 20% on annual cloud spend with intelligent optimization 

recommendations
• Rightsize resources based on CPU, memory, network, and storage 

needs
• Achieve more than 90% RI & Savings Plan coverage with end-to-

end reservation planning, including exchanges and modification
• Detect and remedy spend anomalies with real-time notifications

Mature your Cloud Center of Excellence
Continuously improve the unit economics of AWS:
• Automate best practices for cost optimization and data hygiene
• Simplify organization-wide chargeback and showback
• Benchmark across teams and against peers
• Streamline business workflows and ingest best-in-class source data

with Jira, Datadog, and New Relic integrations

Cloudability
Cloud Financial Management for Amazon Web Services

By increasing our Amazon EC2 
Reserved Instance coverage and 
purchasing reserved Amazon 
DynamoDB capacity, we have 
saved more than $1,000,000.
-Ron White, 

VP Engineering, Ibotta

What customers 
are saying

Additional Resources

• Ibotta Customer Case Study

• Develop Your FinOps Practice 
with AWS Webinar

• eBook: Mastering the 
Fundamentals of AWS Cost 
Efficiency

• OLX Group Customer Case 
Study

https://www.apptio.com/case-study/ibotta-gains-deeper-visibility-spending-grows-business-using-apptio-cloudability-aws-marketplace/
https://explore.apptio.com/aws-cloud-financial-management/developing-finops-practice-aws-cloud-spend
https://explore.apptio.com/aws-cloud-financial-management/mastering-fundamentals-of-aws-cost-efficiency
https://explore.apptio.com/aws-cloud-financial-management/how-olx-group-optimized-cloud-costs-improved-communication-accountability
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How it works
Administrators connect AWS to Cloudability via a third-party IAM role that provides read-only access to 
specific billing, resource utilization and service API data. At the heart of Cloudability is the detailed billing 
information which is enriched to deliver a standard representation of cloud cost data, simplifying how 
businesses categorize and measure cloud costs. Customers can define their specific allocation and pricing 
rules via a dedicated UI or programmatically, supporting a full and automated monthly chargeback to the 
business. By analyzing historical cost and resource utilization patterns the platform makes cost saving 
recommendations that are realized either through rightsizing infrastructure or purchasing commitments 
such as reserved instances and savings plans. A rich set of interactive features, backed by the dashboard 
and filtered views system, enable teams to own their spend and improve the economics of running cloud.

Differentiators

• Multi-cloud, multi-account single pane of glass cost visibility for all stakeholders

• Business Mapping is the class-leading allocation engine, enabling the automation of a full chargeback

• The broadest set of optimization recommendations delivers the largest surface area for cost savings

• The ability to connect technology investments to business outcomes via unit economics
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